Teaching-Learning-Based Optimization (TLBO) is that, it increases in the number of dimensions (D) leads to increase in the search space which increases the amount of time required to find an optimal solution (delay in convergence). Nowadays, multi-core systems are getting cheaper and more common. To solve the above large dimensionality problem, implementation of TLBO on a multi-core system using OpenMP API's with C/C++ is proposed in this paper. The functionality of a multicore system is exploited using OpenMP which maximizes the CPU (Central Processing Unit) utilization, which was not considered till now. The experimental results are compared with a sequential implementation of Simple TLBO (STLBO) with Parallel implementation of STLBO i.e. OpenMP TLBO, on the basis of total run time for standard benchmark problems by studying the effect of parameters, viz. population size, number of cores, dimension size, and problems of differing complexities. Linear speedup is observed by proposed OpenMP TLBO implementation over STLBO.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization, in simple terms, means minimize the cost incurred and maximize the profit such as resource utilization. EAs are population based metaheuristic (means optimize problem by iteratively trying to improve the solution with regards to the given measure of quality) optimization algorithms that often perform well on approximating solutions to all types of problem because they do not make any assumptions about the underlying evaluation of the fitness function. There are many EAs available viz. Genetic Algorithm (GA) [1] , Artificial Immune Algorithm (AIA) [2] , Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [3] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [4] , Differential Evolution (DE) [5] , [6] , Harmony Search (HS) [7] , Bacteria Foraging Optimization (BFO) [8] , Shuffled Frog Leaping (SFL) [9] , Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [10, 11] , Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO) [12] , Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) [13] , Grenade Explosion Method (GEM) [14] Firefly (FF) [15] , [16] etc. To use any EA, a model of decision problem need to be built that specifies the decision variables, objective and constraints. These 3 parameters are necessary while building an optimization model. The solver will find values for the decision variables that satisfy the constraints while optimizing (maximizing or minimizing) the objective. But the problem with all the above EAs is that, to get an optimal solution, besides the necessary parameters. Various algorithms are parameter specific and that parameters need to be handled separately. For example, in case of GA, adjustment of the algorithm-specific parameters such as crossover rate, mutation rate, crossover type, type of encoding etc. affects the optimal solution obtained. Thus, in all the above EAs, selection of algorithm-specific parameter's value affects the optimal solution obtained. But in TLBO, there are no algorithm-specific parameters.
TLBO has been an efficient metaheuristic technique recently developed, for solving optimization problems with less computational effort and high consistency. Its advantage over other EAs is that, it has no algorithmspecific parameter (parameter less). The TLBO algorithm, which was proposed by , is actually based on the philosophy of teaching and learning. In a classroom, the teacher is considered as a highly learned person who tries to improve the outcome of learners by sharing his/her knowledge with them. It is called the Teacher phase of TLBO. Also, learners share and learn from the interaction among them, which help to improve their outcome. It is referred to as the Learner phase of TLBO [17] . In the entire process, TLBO tries to shift mean towards best.
Nowadays, multi-core CPUs (Central Processing Unit) are getting more and more common and cheaper. One cannot ignore their importance anymore. With the recent advancement of multi-core system, researchers have been modifying EAs for parallel implementation on a multicore system. The multi-core systems can run multiple instructions simultaneously on multiple cores; it increases overall speed for programs [18] . While using multi-core system, the improvement in performance depends upon the algorithms used and their implementation. In particular, possible benefits depend upon (or limited by) the fraction of the algorithm that can be managed in parallel on multiple cores simultaneously; this issue is explained in Amdahl's law. The problems which are embarrassingly parallel may realize speedup factors near to the number of cores. Even more speedup factors can be realized by splitting up the problem so that it can fit within the cache of each core(s), thereby avoiding use of much slower main memory of the system. In order to accelerate performance of application, programmers have to work more on re-factoring the whole problem. The parallelization of algorithms on a multi-core the system is a significant ongoing topic of research.
Recent advancement in High Performance Computing (HPC) have seen the usage of many cores of multi-core system (viz. i3, i5, i7 etc.) for solving computationally intensive task parallelly. OpenMP is an API for writing shared-memory parallel applications in C, C++, and FORTRAN. With the release of API specifications (in 1997) by the OpenMP Architecture Review Board (ARB), use of CPU's computational power (in particular, multiple cores of multi-core CPU) for parallel computing has become easy [19] . OpenMP is ideally suited for multi-core architectures hence it allows programs to be parallelized incrementally with little programming efforts.
The designers of OpenMP developed a set of compiler pragmas, directives, and environment variables, function calls which are platform-independent. In application exactly where and how to insert threads are explicitly instructed by these constructs. Most of the loops can be parallelized just by adding #pragma_omp_parallel_for before the 'for loop' construct in C. The main tasks while using OpenMP are 1) to determine which loops should be threaded and 2) to restructure the algorithms for maximum performance. The OpenMP provides maximum performance, if it is applied to threads in the application which are most time-consuming loops.
Thus, if the bottlenecks in the algorithm are identified and modified suitably, using OpenMP, one can easily exploit the functionality of multi-core system and can maximize the utilization of all the cores of multi-core system which is necessary from the optimization point of view (for example, maximize the resource utilization). This paper contributes towards this direction and undertakes a detailed study by investigating the effect of number of cores, dimension size, population size, and problem complexity on the speedup of TLBO algorithm. In the remainder of this paper, we give a brief literature review of TLBO and its applications. Thereafter, we discuss the possibilities of tweaking a TLBO to make it suitable for parallel implementation on a multi-core system. Then, we present results on a few test problems of different complexities and show appreciable speed-ups using our proposed algorithm.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
TLBO is very effective than other metaheuristics because of its characteristics viz. parameter less, high consistency, and less computation effort. It outperforms some of the well-known metaheuristics regarding constrained benchmark functions, constrained mechanical design [20] , and continuous non-linear numerical optimization problems [17] , it is being used by various researchers as a replacement for the other EAs available. Such a breakthrough has steered Cˇrepinšek et al. [21] towards investigating the secrets of TLBO's dominance. They investigated some mistakes regarding TLBO through code-reviews and experiments respectively. However, Waghmare in [22] commented on the work of Cˇrepinšek et al. He not only addressed the queries raised by Cˇrepinšek et al. but also re-examined the experimental results, which demonstrates that the TLBO algorithm performs well on the problems where the fitness-distance correlations are low by proper tuning of the common control parameters of the algorithm, and corrected the understanding about the TLBO algorithm in an objective manner. TLBO has been used by number of researchers to solve their problems and found it effective than other Metaheuristic. Krishnanand et al. in [23] have applied a multi-objective TLBO algorithm with nondomination based sorting to solve the environmental or economic dispatch (EED) problem containing the incommensurable objectives of best economic dispatch and least emission dispatch. Rao and Patel in [24] explored the use of TLBO and ABC algorithms for determining the optimum operating conditions of combined Brayton and inverse Brayton cycles. Rao et al. in [25] proposed the optimization of mechanical design problems using TLBO and tested it on five different constrained benchmark test functions with different characteristics, four different benchmark mechanical design problems and six mechanical design optimization problems. Gonzá lez-Álvarez et al. in [26] proposed Multi-objective TLBO (MO-TLBO) for solving Motif Discovery Problem (MDP) and solved a set of twelve biological instances belonging to different organisms. Rao and Patel introduced and investigated the effect of elitism on the performance of TLBO algorithm while solving complex constrained optimization problems [27] and unconstrained benchmark problems [28] . Population size and Number of generation, these parameter affects the performance of TLBO are also investigated. Rao and Kalyankar in [29] made an attempt to achieve conflicting objectives by finding optimum parameter settings for the LBW process by applying TLBO for parameter optimization of the LBW process. Rajasekhar et al. in [30] proposed a new variant of TLBO, termed as Elitist Teaching-Learning Opposition based (ETLOBA) Algorithm for numerical function optimization, which is empowered with two mechanisms, one is elitism and second is Opposition method (helps to improve the capability of searching), to reach the accurate global optimum with less time complexity. Rao and Patel in [31] introduced a modified version of the TLBO algorithm and applied the same for the multi-objective optimization [34] proposed TLBO to solve continuous unconstrained and constrained optimization problems.
Niknam et al. in [35] proposed a θ-multi-objective-TLBO algorithm to solve the dynamic economic emission dispatch problem.
III. ALGORITHM
Most of the times TLBO uses only single core of multi-core system thereby leaving other cores idle. One of the goals of optimization is to maximize the profit such as resource utilization, so it's necessary to make algorithm parallel either by design or programming way, which exploits all the cores of multi-core system and maximize the CPU utilization. OpenMP maps threads onto physical cores of CPU, hence all the OpenMP threads run in parallel and provide more optimal solution in less amount of time thereby providing speedup compare to Simple TLBO (STLBO). The basic TLBO algorithm can be stated as in fig. 1 . The OpenMP algorithm exactly emulates the sequential algorithm where calculation of Fitness, calculation of mean, calculation of best, and comparison of fitness function remains same whereas small changes are introduced to achieve better result/performance.
In the following subsections, how the different functions of TLBO work, how we have parallelized them, and discuss the intricacies involved in are mentioned in the paper.
A. Initialize_Population
This method reads the basic TLBO parameters, including population and generation sizes, types of decision variables and their lower and upper limits. This remains unchanged in the parallel algorithm. Thus, this method generates an initial population (set of possible candidate solutions) randomly by taking population size, number of decision variables, and upper & lower limit of decision variables into consideration. This population generated serves as an input to Teacher-Phase of TLBO algorithm.
B. Calculate_Fitness
This method evaluates fitness of each individual of population using the defined objective function, which indicates how much each variable contributes to the value to be optimized (either maximize or minimize) in the problem. The fitness evaluation of each individual is independent step; an OpenMP parallel pragma is used to create multiple threads, ranging from 2 to 32, to evaluate each individual's fitness separately and are mapped onto corresponding numbers of physical cores (e.
. It is possible to map more than one thread on a core but in practice it is best to have one-to-one mapping. In this way, this step is parallelized and reduced the overall time required to evaluate the fitness of all individuals of the population and also maximized the CPU utilization (by utilizing all the cores of the CPU). This method is called twice, once in Teacher phase and once in Learner phase (in case of elitist TLBO it is called more than twice), parallelization of this method helps significantly in reducing the amount of time required for total execution.
C. Calculate_Mean_Vector
This method calculates the mean of each decision variable in the population. This method is parallelized by creating multiple OpenMP threads (2 to 32) which are deployed over the multiple cores (2 to 32) of CPU (oneto-one mapping). Thus by calculating means of each decision variable simultaneously, the amount of time required to calculate mean of all decision variables is reduced and this simultaneous execution maximizes the CPU utilization as well.
D. Best_Solution
This method finds the best solution from the population based on its fitness value. An individual candidate solution having optimum fitness value (either minimum or maximum, as per the requirement) is termed as Best_Solution (or Teacher) and is selected to calculate new population in Teacher-phase. The simple logic applied for this method is in fig. 2 .
To parallelize this method, REDUCTION (Min or Max) pragma of OpenMP can be used, but it is found that, the use of REDUCTION pragma deteriorates the performance of this method, because to select the Best_Solution, first, we need to find the optimal fitness value and its index and based on that index the candidate solution from the population is selected. This calculation of index adds overhead which deteriorates the performance. So, above simple logic is applied to avoid the reduction in performance. 
E. Create_New_Population
Based on the values of Mean, Best_Solution, r and TF (r and TF are randomly generated), a Difference_vector is calculated and added to each individual solution of the old population to get the new population. This addition of Difference_Vector to each individual is an independent step; an OpenMP parallel pragma is used to create multiple threads (2 to 32) for performing the addition separately and are mapped onto multiple physical cores (2 to 32). Thus, by adding the Difference_Vector to each candidate solution simultaneously, the amount of time required to create new population is decreased significantly and this simultaneous creation maximizes the CPU utilization. After this, the fitness value of the new population is evaluated.
F. Compare_Fitness
This method compares the fitness of newly calculated population with the fitness of the old population. The fitness of each candidate solution of the new population is compared with the fitness of the corresponding candidate solution of the old population and the one with the best fitness value is selected (survival of the fittest). This oneto-one comparison is also an independent step and thus, parallelized by creating multiple OpenMP threads (2 to 32), which are mapped on multiple cores (2 to 32) of CPU. This method is also called twice, once in Teacher phase and once in Learner phase. Hence, the parallelization of this step significantly reduced the overall time required to compare the fitness of the new population with the old population and also optimize the CPU utilization.
IV. TEST FUNCTION
In the field of optimization, it is a common practice to compare different algorithms using different benchmark problems. In this work also different benchmark problems are considered having different characteristics such as separability, multimodality, and regularity. If the function has two or more local optima then it is considered as a multimodal function. A separable function can be written as a sum of functions of variables separately. A function is regular if it is differentiable at each point of its domain. It is very difficult to optimize non-separable functions and difficulty increases if the function is multimodal. Complexity increases when the local optima are randomly distributed. Moreover, complexity increases with the increase in the dimensionality. The benchmark problems used for experimentation are shown in table 1. In the experimentation following system configuration is used -Intel(R) Core i7-2600 CPU 3.40GHz processor with RAM of 4.00 GB (3.16 usable) (8-cores). Results are taken for 1-core STLBO, 2-cores OpenMP TLBO, 4-cores OpenMP TLBO and 8-cores OpenMP TLBO on the above system by setting a task set which assigns a particular CPU cores to process or programs. To take the results of OpenMP TLBO on 16-cores and 32-cores, 8 socket Quad Core AMD Opteron™ Processor (Model 8378, 2.4 GHz, 75W ACP), RAM 24 GB is used.
In the experimentation, values of Pn and Dn are taken very large i.e. Pn = 1000 and Dn = 5000, and OSF is taken as a criterion for terminating the execution of the algorithm. In case of OSF, an algorithm is considered to be successful if the difference between the optimum solution found by the algorithm and the global optimum value is less than 0.001.
A. Convergence of Proposed OpenMP TLBO Algorithms
Programming parallelization of algorithm ensure that the solution achieved should be similar in quality in compassion serial implementation. Table 2 demonstrates the ability of the proposed algorithm to find the optimal solution on 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 cores. Population size and dimensions are set to 1000 and 200 respectively. OpenMP TLBO algorithm converges early and produces the same and better OSF than STLBO algorithm. Fig. 3 shows speedup achieved for an average of all functions (F1 to F10) on 2 to 32 cores. 
C. Optimum Utilization of Computing Resource
Fig . 4 shows the utilization of multi-core system by STLBO algorithm. Fig. 5 shows the utilization of multicore system by OpenMP TLBO. These results show the significant speedup, optimum utilization of multi-core systems. 
D. Effect of Problem and EA Parameters
Apply parallel implementation (OpenMP TLBO) to all the test problems shown in Table 1 for studying the effect of the following properties on the speedup of the algorithm:
1) Number of design variables 2) Population size 3) Problem complexity This experimentation is taken on Intel Core i7-2600 CPU (8-cores CPU system). Each run is terminated after the OSF and normalized over 10 runs. Table 4 show the results experimentation for speedup and CPU utilization on 8-core system for dimension 200. It shows that minimum speedup is 2.97 and maximum speedup is 4.67. CPU utilization increases up to 93% using OpenMP TLBO algorithm as compare to STLBO. Table 5 show the results experimentation for speedup and CPU utilization on 8-core system for dimension 2000. It shows that minimum speedup is 3.38 and maximum speedup is 5.21. CPU utilization increases up to 93% using OpenMP TLBO algorithm as compare to STLBO. Results clearly indicate that for larger population size and design variables size, the use of OpenMP implementations of existing STLBO on a multi-core platform is beneficial.
Efficiency of the proposed algorithm is calculated using (1). Efficiency = (Speedup / Number of cores)*100
(1)
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper experimented the programming parallel TLBO(OpenMP TLBO) on multi-core system for unconstrained optimization.
OpenMP TLBO is successful in utilizing all the cores of multicore system than the STLBO. For all function the OpenMP TLBO gives remarkable speedup over STLBO.
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The maximum utilization of multicore system helps OpenMP TLBO to converge early. Results show that, the OpenMP TLBO gives linear speedup and optimizes the CPU utilization against the sequential implementation of TLBO (STLBO).
In future scope, researchers can experiment the proposed OpenMP TLBO on CEC 2013 function bed. Further constrained optimization test bed could be also experimented.
